
STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

CONSTITUTION INTELLIGENCE WISDOM CHARISMA DEXTERITY STRENGTH 

Damage d4 Armour YOUR MAX HP IS HP 6+CONSTITUTION

SCARRED -1 CONFUSED -1 STUNNED -1 SICK -1 SHAKY -1 WEAK -1 

Starting MovesAlignment 

LookName : 

Level
XP 

Assign these scores to your stats: 16 (+2), 15 (+1), 13 (+1), 12 (+0), 9 (+0), 8 (-1).

Ampyx, Anirul, Anteac, Bellonda, Branchus, Cayce, Chenoeh, Cirni, Darwi,
Elatos, Halitherses, Idmon, Iriel, Janess, Jessica, Laocoön, Lucilla, Luyseyal, Manto,
Melampous, Mohiam, Nechung, Nostradamus, Plato, Pythia, Ramallo, Sheeana,
Sibylla, Skamandrios, Syaksa, Taraza, Tawsuoko, Telemos, Thestor, Tireseus, Usul.

□ Good 
Use your prophecy to help someone else avoid tragedy. 
 

□ Neutral 
Profit financially from your prophetic powers. 

□ Dwarf 
You may burn things connected to animals, gods, or even
important locations (not just people) and read their shadows
on the wall. 
 

□ Human 
When you use weakness prophesied, roll with WIS instead
of the substituted stat until the end of the fight, even if you
take damage. 

From Shadows into Darkness 
Even in darkness, you can still see, such is your power of prescience.
When you call upon the powers of darkness, you may snuff out any
source of light within sight that is smaller than you, not alive, and not
bathed in sunlight. 
 

Shadows on the Wall 
When you burn something closely connected with another person
(one of their possessions, a piece of their body, etc), you may study
them closely in the shadows cast by the fire, wherever they might actually
be at the time. 
 

Truth and Consequences 
When you examine the futures that extend from a single event that is
yet to occur, roll+WIS. On a 10+, name three people, groups, or social
institutions. On a 7-9, only two. On a miss, name one anyway, in
addition to whatever else the GM tells you. For each subject you name,
the GM will tell you what sort of consequences this future event will
bring them. You may only examine each event once. 
 

Weakness Prophesied 
When you fight someone whose futures you have prophesied, choose
one stat. Until you take damage, you may roll with WIS instead of this
stat. Choose again each time you enter a fight. 

Race 

The Interpreter of Shadows 

Bonds 
Fill in the name of one of your companions in at least one:
____________________ and I share a common purpose. 
____________________ doesn’t trust my powers, but I won’t let them stop me. 
____________________ will play a part in important future events. 
I must protect ___________________ from the doom that is coming for them. 



Gear 

Advanced Moves 
When you gain a level from 2-5, choose from these moves:
 

□ Dark, Dark Hands 
When you call forth a piece of the shadows, roll+WIS. On a hit, a
solid limb of any kind emerges, under your command. It uses your WIS
in place of all stats if you need to roll for anything. As long as you
command it, take -1 ongoing to use your other class moves. You may
banish it at any time. On a 10+, it has HP equal to 5+your level and deals
d8 damage. On a 7-9, it has HP equal to 2+your level and deals d6
damage. 
 

□ The Darkening Path 
You can travel through the plane of shadows, from one patch of
darkness to another. When you travel through darkness, name your
destination and roll+CON. On a 10+, you emerge as close to your
intended destination as possible. On a 7-9, the way is long and hard.
Choose one: 
 You bail out early, some distance from your intended destination. 
 You bring something else out with you when you emerge into the 

light. 
 You stick it out and emerge with a debility, the GM will tell you 

which. 
 

□ Foreshadowing 
When you look into the future for possible dangers, name a person,
place, or thing and roll+WIS. On a 10+, the GM will tell you two things
from the list below. On a 7-9, only one. On a miss, the GM will tell you
one anyway, but also something else that is not true. Which one is which
you will have to divine for yourself. 
 The nature of a danger (its type and impulse) that threatens the 

subject or that the subject is part of. 
 One grim portent, related to the subject, that is yet to occur. 
 One stakes question related to the subject. 
 What kind of threat the subject is. 
 

□ Shadows of the Future 
When you spend a few hours interpreting shadows, say what you
desire most, and the shadows will show you a way it can be achieved.
Take +1 forward if you act on this information, until you consult the
shadows again. 

When you gain a level from 6-10, you may choose from these moves
or from the level 2-5 moves: 
 

□ Gate of Darkness 
Requires: The Darkening Path 
When you open a gate between dark places far apart, others can
travel through. They must each roll for the darkening path move
individually, but you choose the destination. A gate lasts as long as it is
dark or until you cancel it. 
 

□ The Golden Path 
Replaces: Shadows of the Future 
When you spend a few hours interpreting shadows, describe an event
or result that has not yet happened, and the shadows will show you a
way this event or result can be achieved, if it is possible. Take +1 forward
if you act on this information, until you consult the shadows again. 

Your load is 7+STR. You start with dungeon rations (5 uses, 1 weight), a
tinderbox (1 weight), a light weapon (any range tag, 1 weight) and ammo
(3 uses, 1 weight) if you need it. 

Choose one:
 Adventuring gear (5 uses, 1 weight). 
 Antitoxin and bandages (3 uses, slow). 
 Bag of books (5 uses, 2 weight). 
 Halfling pipeleaf (6 uses). 


